
Digital Photography 
Guidelines for Shooting Photos for Floyd Central Journalism and Media 

 
As student journalists and photographers at Floyd Central, you have been granted extraordinary privileges to cover 
events and to practice your skills on the Floyd Central High School campus. However, with privileges come 
responsibilities. It is expected that each student journalist and photographer adheres to these standards at all 
times. Failure to follow these standards will result in loss of privileges and/or removal from the class. 
 

1. Your cameras and equipment are your responsibility. Do not leave equipment out unattended. Do not 
lend your equipment to others.  

2. Always ask the classroom teacher before shooting a photograph in his or her classroom. There will 
certainly be times where you will want to shoot photos of class projects, presentation, or other activities. 
However, you DO NOT have the authority to shoot photographs during any class without asking the 
classroom teacher first and in a professional manner.  

3. When possible, send a request or interview memo ahead of time asking teachers, coaches, or club 
sponsors permission to shoot photos. Plan ahead rather than wait until the last minute. 

4. Always – always – send a professional thank-you note to those faculty members permitting you to shoot. 
5. Never – yes, I mean never – use your camera or phone to shoot photographs in restricted areas or in 

areas where there is a reasonable expectation of privacy during the school day or after school hours. 
Respect the privacy of others. 

6. Always – yes, always – ask first. Do not assume you have the right to shoot photos in a school, because 
you do not.  

7. Never misrepresent yourself or the Bagpiper or Bartizan staffs. Only shoot when you have a journalistic 
reason to do so.  

8. You have the legal right to shoot any and all Floyd Central sponsored events – athletic events, 
performances, press conferences, public meetings, and newsworthy events, for example – but must 
follow procedures when doing so: 

a. Athletic events:  Make contact with officials to check on restrictions and expectations; generally 
do not use flash during some indoor events; never interfere with the action; always act 
professionally and follow the directions of those in charge. 

b. Arts performances: You MUST make these arrangements with the arts instructors well in advance 
for specific instructions; never just “show up” to shoot; flash photography and/or recording of 
any kind is prohibited; some events (theatre, for example) will have rehearsals for photographers 
-- plan ahead to find out about these dates and times; always act professionally and follow the 
directions of those in charge. 

9. Dress comfortably but appropriately when covering FC events – some events require professional dress. 
10. Have proper credentials (it’ll be a note from Mr. Lang or Mrs. Mayer or a laminated pass) when covering 

Floyd Central events and activities. 
11. Recognize that you may not be the only person covering an event – cooperate with your peers from other 

media programs and with other professionals shooting the event. 
12. Understand that when shooting an event that you represent and are working for The Bagpiper or Bartizan 

staffs. You are not attending as a fan; you are attending as a professional.  
13. Show up early, stay for the entire event, and hang around after – this is when you get the real stories. 
14. Gather caption information. Identify sources. Get people’s titles and names correct. 
15. Always use photo equipment and social media responsibly and ethically.  
16. Do not alter images to misrepresent what occurred. Follow all legal and ethical guidelines covered in class. 
17. Use good judgment. Always be respectful, ethical, and honest. Be your best as you do your best work. 
18. Be familiar with school rules regarding use of electronic devices, phones, and cameras. These rules still 

apply to you.  


